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In the words of more than 200 of Aliâ€™s family members, opponents, friends, world leaders, and

others who have known him best, the real Muhammad Ali emerges: deeply religious, mercurial,

generous, a showman in and out of the ring.Thirty years after he burst onto the scene as a gold

medal light-heavyweight at the Rome Olympics, Muhammad Ali is still a magical figure. His

accomplishments in the ring were the stuff of legendâ€”the two fights with Sonny Liston, when he

proclaimed himself â€œThe Greatestâ€• and proved he was; the three epic wars against Joe Frazier;

the stunning victory over George Foreman in Zaire; and the shocking loss and final win that made

him the first man to win back the heavyweight crown twice, fourteen years after he had first claimed

it. Aliâ€™s life has been played out as much on the front pages as on the sports pages. With brilliant

immediacy and unprecedented candor, bestselling author Thomas Hauser recreates this

extraordinary man.
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I first really watched an Ali fight as a boy. Ali was fighting his second comeback fight against the

Argentine brawler Oscar Bonavena. It was a gruelling 15 round fight. It was on ABC, and Howard

Cosell made it sound much more dramatic than it actually was. It was competitive, but Ali was

winning the fight when he dug deep, and dropped Bonavena three times in the final round for an

automatic stoppage. This was not a feat to be taken lightly. Bonavena had fought Joe Frazier twice,

Floyd Patterson, Jerry Quarry, Jimmy Ellis, and a host of others without being taken off his feet.In



any case, over the years, I had read so much about Ali, that when a friend passed this book to me, I

was unexcited at the prospect of reading another Ali chronicle.I was unexpectedly delighted at

Hauser's coverage of this legend. He brings out what a transcendant figure Ali was (and

remains).He uses the same technique that made Terry Pluto's LOOSE BALLS a classic sports

story, in that he lets people from Ali's past do the talking. Former opponents, wives, associates,

friends, trainers all take their turns. Many are insightful.Hauser is not beyond showing us Ali's warts.

We see him as an unfaithful husband, as a cruel tormentor at times, as a foolhardy spendthrift

(chump), and for once, as a confused and angry young man, as he transitions into his Muslim

persona.But he evolves as an incredibly special human being. As his skills begin to erode in the

ring, his humane qualities flourish. He becomes a man of deep, contented faith. He performs acts

for ordinary people that show him to be a worthy idol.As his career ends, he confronts his

diminishing health and vitality by once again looking to his faith.
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